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PERGAMUM: A WIELDED SWORD 
Revelation 2:12-17 

Pastor Jason Brodehl 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Come and visit Pergamum”, the ad read.  “This beautiful city sits like a crown on top of a hill.  We are the capital of our 

Province, with the wonder of the Roman Imperium and the residence of the proconsul. 

We boast one of the largest libraries in our world, with over 200,000 books.  Come and see where parchment was first 

made.  Our theaters are the latest productions rivaling the best in Greece.  No matter what your taste in fun may be, we 

have it: from pursuits of the mind to the pleasures of the flesh. 

“Come to see our festivals and join in with the offering of incense to our Caesar.  Join in with our whole populace in publicly 

testifying to our loyalty to him.  Come and worship in our temples. Our alter to Zeus is unmatched.  We are a leader in the 

worship of the god of healing.  Come here to feel the beneficent power flowing from the rod entwined serpent.   

We are Pergamum.  We are loyal.  We are modern.  We are proud.  Come and see why.” 

A city sitting on a three-tiered hill.  Located at the peak, the Roman consulate.  And to the right, a notorious statue to Zeus.  

A city filled with glamorous temples, a large library, and a med school of its time.  This is the setting in which we pick up 

our text for today. This church in Pergamum was facing a spiritual battle and needed to be reminded of their Victor and 

how to continue to fight well while living as exiles in this glorious city.  

Please turn with me to Revelation, chapter 2, verse 12:  But before we begin, let us pray. 

Follow along with me as I read Revelation 2:12-17.  

12 “And to the angel of the church in Pergamum write: ‘The words of him who has the sharp two-edged 

sword.  
13 “ ‘I know where you dwell, where Satan’s throne is. Yet you hold fast my name, and you did not deny 

my faith even in the days of Antipas my faithful witness, who was killed among you, where Satan dwells. 
14 But I have a few things against you: you have some there who hold the teaching of Balaam, who taught 

Balak to put a stumbling block before the sons of Israel, so that they might eat food sacrificed to idols and 

practice sexual immorality. 15 So also you have some who hold the teaching of the Nicolaitans. 16 Therefore 

repent. If not, I will come to you soon and war against them with the sword of my mouth. 17 He who has 

an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To the one who conquers I will give some of the 

hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, with a new name written on the stone that no one knows 

except the one who receives it.’ 

THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST (V.12) 
The sword.  What are believers at Pergamum to see and feel when they hear this of Christ?   

HIS ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY 
This house church sat at the base of the mountain.  Every day their eyes climbed the mountainside only to see the 

acropolis, sitting at its peak.  The place where Caesar ruled and reigned.  He used the sword to administer justice, as was 
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granted to him by God (Romans 13:1-7).  But absolute power corrupts absolutely.  The sword that carried the power over 

life and death was no longer viewed as instrument of protection in their eyes. But rather a danger to their safety and 

security. As one author puts it, “In a (this) city where patriotism and loyalty were its motto, the sword moved among the 

church, not as a  minister of justice, but rather as an inflictor of pain and death.” Their ears and eyes were alerted with 

the image of a double edged-sword.   

HIS AUTHORITATIVE WORD  
Yet, over this sword, Jesus rules and reigns supreme.  His authority comes not by weapon in His hand, but rather the Words 

of His mouth.  His sword wields with greater authority and power than man could every claim.  Throughout the Word the 

sword represents Christ’s authoritative power.  One distinct use of the Sword is His judgment on the nations.  If one does 

not yield to its power and authority, then eternal damnation awaits.  Listen to these verses.  

In Isaiah, he speaks of the sword in this way, “For my sword has drunk its fill in the heavens; behold, it descends for 

judgment upon Edom, upon the people I have devoted to destruction.  The Lord has a sword it is sated with blood” (Is 34:5-

6) – Judgement on the nations. 

And His judgment is escapable. Jeremiah says it like this, “Upon all the bare heights in the desert, destroyers have come, 

for the sword of the LORD devours from one end of the land to the other; no flesh has peace.” 

And just as it did in the past and present, it will again in the future.  Revelation 19:5 says it this way, “15 From his mouth 

comes a sharp sword with which to strike down the nations, and he will rule them with a rod of iron. He will tread the 

winepress of the fury of the wrath of God the Almighty.   

But not only does it judge the nations and the peoples, it has the power to convict, expose, and discern the thoughts and 

intentions of the heart of man. Hebrews 4:12 says,  

12 For the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, 

of joints and of marrow, and discerning the thoughts and intentions of the heart. 13 And no creature is hidden from his 

sight, but all are naked and exposed to the eyes of him to whom we must give account.  

And that very sword comes from His mouth (Rev. 1:16).  You see, the sword of the Lord has the power over death and 

hell.  This is the sword they were to fear.  This is the beginning of wisdom, and thus salvation.  

THE COMMENDATION OF THE CHURCH (V.13) 
In fact, this church did.  Let us read verse 13. 

13 “ ‘I know where you dwell, where Satan’s throne is. Yet you hold fast my name, and you did not deny my 

faith even in the days of Antipas my faithful witness, who was killed among you, where Satan dwells. 

THE PLACE OF THEIR MINISTRY  
Notice how this verse begins and ends.  He knew their place of ministry.  It is right in the middle of Satan’s rule and 

reign.   This is where this church lived, worked, and worshipped.  Sometimes we think the world is getting worse day by 

day.  We look at the moral decay of our society and think, “it’s never been worse.”  Or we will say, “I am afraid of what 

the future holds,” giving little hope for future parents.  Look, this is nothing new.  If it appears as though Satan is ruling 

and reigning now, he is! This is his place of authority and power (Eph. 2:2).  But less we forget, we know how this story 
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ends.  Because his rule and reign are limited, restricted, and temporal.  His power has only been granted to him by the 

One we worship.  But even though our King reigns, for a time this church must live in the enemy’s territory.   

But it is the hardship of their situation that the LORD knows and understands.  He knows how each detail piles up into a 

mountain of difficulty.  He knows this about our ministry as well.  We are ministering to people and places whose hearts 

are hardened by generations of unbelief. Generations of those who have suppressed to truth, where peoples’ senses are 

dulled by the pursuits of sinful pleasures.   

Remember, He knows where your ministry is… 

THE PERSEVERANCE IN THEIR MINISTRY 
But even in this hostile environment, this church held true.  First, they held fast to the name of Jesus.  What does it mean 

to hold fast His name?  It means to cling or adhere to the character and the reputation of Christ, at all costs.  It hit me the 

other day as I was driving to work.  There is strip of road that is covered with names.  Names of those who are running for 

an office of some sort.  And the homes that hold those sigs, are claiming, “I stand behind _____”. Fill in the blank.  In 

essence, their hope is in the name.  People will give large sums of money, participate in political rallies, and become 

passionately involved in that name.  Why? Because that name holds the power to accomplishing what’s on their personal 

agenda.  But there are others here who hold fast to no other name but your own.  It is your pride you hold on to.  But all 

those names, your and theirs, will soon pass away.  But not the name of Jesus.  In fact, His name is above all other names. 

And soon enough, at His name every knee will bow.  Hold fast to the name of Jesus.  

Not only did they hold fast to His name, they did not deny their faith.  That means when the time of testing arose, they 

did not deny Him.  They believed the promises of God.  Their eyes were fixed on the promise of a coming kingdom.  Think 

about it.  Everyday they could look upon the hillside, they saw Satan’s throne. They saw a kingdom reigning and ruling 

over them at that time.  But when these believers looked to see the acropolis, or the “White House” of their day, they did 

not see their hope.  No, their faith, was in something they greater in scope and scale.  You see, their eyes kept moving up 

the mountainside above the temple of Zeus, and they saw with eyes of faith.  They saw what they had not attained yet.  

Their saw a temple where they were the precious stones being built up as a spiritual house where the chief cornerstone 

was the one with the two-edged sword.  Jesus says to them, “I know you have a passion for my name and a hope for a 

future… 

THE PRESSURES AGAINST THEIR MINISTRY 
But with that came testing and trial.  When they didn’t bow to the name of Caesar, they faced the pressure to conform. 

But there was more at stake than their freedoms or financial security.  Their very lives were the ante. It tested their faith 

in ways we can hardly understand.  One author says it like this, “Do you see how God measures (the) this church’s strength 

of their love and the standing of their faith?  He places them in the beaker of suffering and raises the temperature of 

persecution and pours over them the acid of death.  The enduring caliber of their character and fiber of their faith may be 

challenged, but it never crumbles.”  Jesus says, “I know the price that sacrificially loving ministry is costing you…” 

What about us?  How is this church enduring through our recent trials and testing?   

THE PEOPLE IN THEIR MINISTRY 
Now, what about Antipas?  They knew that name and knew it well.  It struck to the core of their hearts.  He was faithful 

to the end.  Jesus saw him suffer and die.  In fact, that was His plan for him.  Antipas is one crying out after the fifth seal 

was opened in Revelation 6.  Listen to these words,  “O Sovereign Lord, holy and true, how long before you will judge and 

avenge our blood on those who dwell on the earth?”  Then they were each given a white robe and told to rest a little 
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longer, until the number of their fellow servants and their brothers should be complete, who were to be killed as they 

themselves had been.”  Men like Antipas hold a special place in Heaven.  No one seeks martyrdom.  Yes, we are to come 

and die, but that is mainly to ourselves.  Would we stand under those pressures, willing to die?  Maybe it will be our end.  

Maybe not.  But those faithful witnesses who have been granted such an end, are given a grace many us will never truly 

understand.  May that give us perspective on what we suffer here in our little worlds. 

Jesus says to this church, “You are a great church.  I do not measure it by size of your crowds, the multiplying of your 

programs, the greatness of your successes, or the stature of your ministers. In dangerous and difficult times, you have 

been faithful to Me and to the truth, even when it costs you everything.  Are we a great church?   

THE CHARGE AGAINST THE CHURCH (V.14-15) 
Yet, even after this great commendation, they had a weakness.  Let’s read verses 14 and 15 again. 

14 But I have a few things against you: you have some there who hold the teaching of Balaam, who 

taught Balak to put a stumbling block before the sons of Israel, so that they might eat food sacrificed to 

idols and practice sexual immorality. 15 So also you have some who hold the teaching of the Nicolaitans. 

But what about this “teaching of Balaam”?  What and who is that?  

ITS CONDEMNATION 
We need to understand who Balaam was and why he is important to New Testament church leadership.  The church 

then, just as it is now, was plagued by two opposite but equally dangerous errors.  There were those who were legalists. 

They wanted the church to live by the Old Covenant law code.  On the other hand, there were those who turned their 

liberty in Christ into a license to sin.  The Apostles and Elders of the New Testament are constantly dealing with those 

two extremes.  Some want to disengage from any contact with culture, believing that is the answer. While there are 

others whose compromise with the world and its systems, enslaves them to their sin.    

ITS ERROR 
This last error, and those teaching it, is further condemned by the following texts: 

Jude 11 – Here the way of Cain, the error of Balaam, and the rebellion of Korah are all labels applied to those involved in 

the sensuous and carnal lifestyles contrary to the Word 

Revelation 2:14 – The teaching here is the counsel given by Balaam that led the Israel to getting involved in idolatry and 

immorality.   

Then 2 Peter 2:13-22 – this is the most extensive condemnation of both the doctrine and the deeds of Balaam.   

I don’t have time to parse these texts in conjunction with this message, but it may something for you to return to and 

examine on your own.  

ITS HISTORY 
Let us look at the history of the Balaam reference. This story picks up in the Book of Numbers, chapter 22: 

When the Israelites were still in the wilderness and heading toward the promised land, they had just defeated the 

Amorites. When Balak, King of Moab, saw what the Isrealites had done to the Amorites and the numbers of the people 

of Israel he was overcome with fear. Balak now seeks divine help by hiring Balaam, who practiced divination.  Balak was 
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willing to pay much money to Balaam to curse the people of Israel so that he might defeat them. Ultimately, Balaam 

could not curse Israel.  No matter how hard Balak enticed and tried to get Balaam to curse them, Balaam couldn’t do it.  

He could only bless the Israelites.  Balaam was ordered by God only to say what God put in his mouth. According to 

Deuteronomy 23:5, “But the LORD your God would not listen to Balaam; instead the LORD your God turned the curse 

into a blessing for you, because the LORD your God loved you.” That’s the summary of Numbers 22-24 and it appears 

that Balak and Balaam go their separate ways. There is so much in those texts.  I would encourage you to go to Numbers 

22-24 and read those chapters considering this text this morning. But we need to keep moving.  Let’s pick in Numbers 

25.   

Chapter 25 begins this way:  

“While Israel lived in Shittim, the people began to whore with the daughters of Moab. 2 These invited the 

people to the sacrifices of their gods, and the people ate and bowed down to their gods. 3 So Israel yoked 

himself to Baal of Peor. And the anger of the LORD was kindled against Israel.” 

Do you see what happened? Balaam couldn’t curse Israel, but he must have taught Balak how to infiltrate them. As 

Israel was camped, or dwelling, in Moab, she was seduced by the idolatry, began to participate in the pagan festivals and 

ended up committing immorality with Moabite women.  Verse 3 says, they “yoked” themselves to this people and their 

god.  It means they joined them socially and culturally. Then Numbers 31:16 tells us that this all occurred because of the 

counsel of Balaam.   

What Balaam was to Israel, the Nicolaitans were to the church. See verse 15, “So also” or as the NLT says it, “In a similar 

way”.  The Nicolaitans, like Balaam, were preaching and prophesying for their own gain.  And they were teaching the 

church to compromise her holiness and to be sinfully involved in the culture around them.  Does that surprise you?  

Think about how we began this message. This church was highly commended, yet they were still susceptible to false 

teaching.   

APPLYING THE INDICTMENT 
What does all this mean to us today?  Why do we care what Balaam did or what the Nicolaitans were teaching?  

Remember that when Satan cannot ruin us with persecution, he infiltrates us with seduction.  Listen to this indictment in 

modern times. 

Balaam and the Nicolaitans led God’s people into idolatry and immorality.  The church at Pergamum had to stand 

against the claims of Rome and the pressures of their culture.  The government required worship of its leader.  The labor 

unions of the day required members to attend pagan festivals.  Amid this, there were those who said, “A little incense to 

Caesar doesn’t matter.  Go ahead go to the parties:  just don’t worship their gods in your heart.  Does this sound 

familiar?  Do you speak to yourself in that way? What’s it matter, it is the world we live in.” 

On a broad scale, there are those who teach what is popular because of the money, power and prestige gained by it. O, 

we may not be quite so openly greedy as to prostitute our ministry or to hire ourselves out.  But how many today are 

writing books, doing conferences, publishing papers and doing YouTube broadcasts because of the money?  And maybe 

not so much as for money, but for a name, their own name.  Now, I am not saying there aren’t sound teaching and 

books out there, but there some that are not.  Those who write and speak on sound Biblical truths, probably are not 

selling much.  

But churches compromise all the time.  It is especially evident over the last couple of years.  Many churches have 

changed their views on human sexuality.  Once opposed to same sex marriage now supporting and even marrying them 
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despite the Bible’s clear teaching on the subject.  And, what about movements?  Churches are buying into them and 

supporting groups who oppose Christ and His teachings.  Why? They may think they are reaching out in support. They 

may even claim it is an inroad for evangelism. But I believe they need to be careful of the hand that is so willing to grab 

theirs.   

What about sexual immorality?  It is rampant in churches, from the pulpit all the way to the pew.  Infidelity has taken 

down many popular celebrity preachers and teachers.  But let me pause here a moment and speak directly to a topic so 

prevalent in our society and churches today.  The internet has opened countless pathways to sexual sins.  There are 

those in churches who are hiding in the night hours, exploring their sexual desires, whether alone or with someone else, 

whom they are not married to.   And you think no one knows.  There appears to be no consequences except for a 

moment of remorse.  You may feel like you are escaping any consequence. You begin to listen to the words of the 

serpent, “Did God actually say…”  and “Surely you won’t die.”  This is what our hearts want to hear isn’t it?  Because that 

teaching places doubt our in our minds.  It allows us to validate our actions.  We think, “God will forgive me.” Or, “At 

least I don’t do that.”  We can become insensitive to sin.  It is easy to look around and see sin go unpunished.   

It appears as though people sin without any consequences.  Life goes on with little to no repercussions. This is when we 

need sound teaching.  Because when we listen to our own theology, we tend to bend to our comfort and desires. We 

can lose the fear of the LORD and minimize our sin.  But hear this message.  Sin will not go unpunished nor will a child of 

God go without discipline.  Don’t be deceived, God will not be mocked. 

If you are sitting here, knowing sin is reigning in your heart and life, listen up.  Jesus commands your response. Listen to 

what He says to those who were “holding” to another teaching.  

THE CORRECTION OF THE CHURCH (V.16) 
16 Therefore repent. If not, I will come to you soon and war against them with the sword of my mouth.  

IN THE FORM OF A PRECEPT 
Jesus is clear and simple here.  Repent.  This means turning away from your sin and to your Savior.  The answer 

is simple but tough to do sometimes.  Once we begin mingling too long in the world and its temptations, we 

begin to believe everything is okay.  But you won’t overcome the sin by behavior modification. That never lasts.  

It comes down to belief.  We do what we do because of what we believe about God.   

Jesus has pointed out what is wrong.  He has illustrated how it is wrong form the Scripture and then fleshed it 

out in their contemporary situation.  Then He says, “REPENT.”  Sometimes we make it way too complicated.  We 

want 12 steps to recovery and all these how to processes when what we need is a fundamental change in our 

thinking and believing.   

IN THE FORM OF A PROMISE 
But not only does He give a command, but He also gives us a threat.  This is common strategy.  We adopt it often 

because it works.  “Stop. Change. Or else.”   

Sometimes I wonder what would happen if God were to discipline every single sin you committed at the exact 

moment you committed it?  Do you think it would help you change?  Sometimes I think so.  But as I continue to 

grow in my understanding of the LORD, there is grace in His patience with us.  Because think about it.  That 

discipline, if he treated us as he did the Israelites, many of us would be dead already.  But make no mistake, He 
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will come to you with the power of the sword of His mouth.  Sinful entanglements are not something to trifle 

with.  To Jesus, it is enemy number one.  That’s why he died.    

THE CHALLENGE TO THE CHURCH (V.17) 
17 He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To the one who conquers I will 

give some of the hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, with a new name written on the 

stone that no one knows except the one who receives it.’ 

Once again, this motif of hearing what Spirit says.  I have mentioned this before in Flock and in the youth class lately.  Are 

you listening?  Do you hear the Word of God?  Maybe the lack of power over our sin is due to our lack of listening to God’s 

Word.      

But those who hear and respond, receive special blessings.  Look at the text.  Those who repent, are now 

conquerors.  And the conquerors are rewarded with much.  Repentance brings great blessings!  

First, they will receive some of the hidden manna.  That word alone ought to evoke memories of Israel in the 

wilderness.  The very place where the temptation of Balaam hit them and the very place where Jesus was 

tempted.  Israel doubted the word of God.  Jesus believe and trusted in the Word of God.  Now, as exiles in the 

wilderness, or the world, we too, ought to be turning to the Word.   

Why is it hidden?  I think it is for a couple of reasons.  First, we will not fully know the full victory we have in 

Christ until he returns.  Secondly, only those whom God reveals His truth can receive it.  Unbelievers can read 

the Word, but it doesn’t mean they truly understand it in a life transformative way. It is only the Spirit of God 

who opens the eyes and ears of those who seek truth.  We need Him to open our eyes and ears. Which He will 

do for those who repent.  

What about the White Stone - The conquerors, receive a white stone with a new name, known only to them.  What is 

the significance of the white stone?  It could refer to the description of manna in Exodus and Numbers (Ex. 16:31, Num. 

11:7).  Yet, another thought derives from the culture at the time.  When determining a person’s verdict, a white stone 

dropped in the jar was a vote of acquittal while a black stone a vote for guilt.  So, the conquerors, the repenters, are 

declared justified and released from all charges and treated as innocent.  This is the gospel.  

But they also receive a new name written on the white stone.  This name is one that is new and private for us. This may 

point to the tradition of giving a new name to Christians at their baptism whose birth names were pagan gods or 

obscene.   

Although, I believe these last two rewards point to a later text in Revelation.  Allow me to read these verses from 

Revelation chapter 19 verses 11-16 and you can determine if there is a connection: 

11 Then I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse! The one sitting on it is called Faithful and 

True, and in righteousness he judges and makes war. 12 His eyes are like a flame of fire, and on his head 

are many diadems, and he has a name written that no one knows but himself. 13 He is clothed in a robe 

dipped in blood, and the name by which he is called is The Word of God. 14 And the armies of heaven, 

arrayed in fine linen, white and pure, were following him on white horses. 15 From his mouth comes a 

sharp sword with which to strike down the nations, and he will rule them with a rod of iron. He will 

tread the winepress of the fury of the wrath of God the Almighty. 16 On his robe and on his thigh he has 

a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords. 
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Just a Jesus our King has a name no one knows but himself, those who repent will have a new name too.  They will be 

invited to the marriage supper of the lamb and be protected by our great God and King, Jesus Christ.  

REFLECT AND RESPOND 
So now what? What do we take from all of this?  

First, are you holding fast to the name of Jesus?   

Is your faith in the name of Christ and His promises?   

Are you holding onto the things of heaven with one hand and the things of earth with the other?  

Are you reading and resting in the God’s Word or are you more influenced by the media of our day? 

Do you need to repent? 

Finally, is this a warning to Clearcreek Chapel? How is our teaching? Are we compromising?  

 


